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1. Publishable summary  

1.1. A summary description of the project objectives 

The COGEU project (www.ict-cogeu.eu) is a composite of technical, business, and 
regulatory/policy domains, with the objective of taking advantage of the European TV 
digital switch-over by developing cognitive radio systems that leverage the favourable 
propagation characteristics of the TV White Spaces (TVWS) through the introduction and 
promotion of dynamic secondary spectrum trading and the creation of new spectrum 
commons regime. COGEU will also define new methodologies for TVWS equipment 
certification and compliance addressing coexistence with the DVB-T European standard. 
The innovation brought by COGEU is in the combination of cognitive access to TV white 
spaces with secondary spectrum trading mechanisms in a real demonstrator. 
 
Unlike the current approach of unlicensed use of TVWS, currently addressed by regulators 
such as FCC, OFCOM and CEPT, COGEU project goes beyond the spectrum commons 
model (unlicensed or free use) and proposes secondary spectrum trading of TVWS in 
Europe. 
 
This represents a disruption to the current paradigm of spectrum management, therefore 
the development of technical solutions is highly intertwined with the business and 
regulatory models that would eventually be adopted.  
 
At the technical level the main goals are: 

· To design, implement and demonstrate enabling technologies based on cognitive 
radio to support applications over TVWS for spectrum sharing business models.  

· To quantify the impact of TVWS devices on DVB-T receivers and define 
methodologies for TVWS equipment certification and compliance in the European 
regulatory context.  

At the management/ business models the main goals are: 

· To investigate innovative business models for TVWS exploitation based on 
spectrum commons and secondary market regimes, to increase spectrum utilization 
enabling innovative wireless services.  

· To analyse the dynamics of bandwidth sharing and pricing in a spectrum market 
environment of TVWS under QoS and regulatory constraints.  

 
The COGEU model for the exploitation of the TVWS offers several options both for 
existing service providers who want to increase their capacity or coverage, and for new 
entrants who want to venture in innovative wireless service provision. The TVWS can be 
obtained in terms of temporarily exclusive rights purchased from a secondary market or 
through unlicensed commons usage. 
 
The COGEU demonstrator constitutes of an online secondary spectrum market platform. 
In this demonstration platform, players (spectrum seekers and spectrum holders like 
broadcasters) negotiate through a third entity, a centralized spectrum broker, which 
manages TVWS subject to non interference rules. Outdoor tests and trials using TV band 
spectrum were carried out in Munich (Germany), Bratislava and Banska Bystrica 
(Slovakia) to showcase the work and validate previous laboratory testing. 
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COGEU model has the potential not just to open the market to new players but it also has 
the potential to create new business opportunities for the broadcaster (license owner), 
geo-location database providers and spectrum broker entity. 
 
As a consequence the project should aid the European decision makers to move the TV 
spectrum management paradigm towards a more liberal and efficient method, by providing 
sufficient evidence on the technology and economic viability and its deployment. Figure 1 
illustrates the social benefit of COGEU, i.e., convert “nothing” in value for European 
citizens.  
 

 
Figure 1 COGEU objective: transform unused TV channels in benefit for society. 

 

1.2. Description of the work performed in COGEU 

COGEU has investigated both the commons and secondary spectrum trading approaches 
in the TVWS. In the commons spectrum usage model, there is no spectrum manager to 
preside over the resource allocation. Spectrum commons regimes promote sharing, but do 
not provide adequate quality of service (QoS) for some applications. However, for 
applications that require sporadic access to spectrum and for which QoS guarantees are 
important, licensed spectrum with real time secondary markets may be the best solution. 
Trading allows players to directly trade spectrum usage rights, thereby establishing a 
secondary market for spectrum leasing and spectrum auction.  
 
In the COGEU model, the regulatory bodies assign TVWS for spectrum commons (free 
access) in given areas. The remaining TVWS can be traded in a secondary spectrum 
market trough a spectrum broker. An important innovation brought by COGEU is in the 
combination of unlicensed access to TV white spaces (spectrum commons) with 
secondary spectrum trading mechanisms. Figure 2 shows spectrum rights, information and 
cash flows in the COGEU business model.  
 
COGEU model considers a centralized topology with a spectrum broker trading with 
players. The spectrum broker controls the amount of bandwidth and power assigned to 
each user in order to keep the desired QoS and interference below the interference limits. 
A negotiation protocol is required for information exchange among the players and 
negotiation mechanisms by which users can request and acquire communication rights to 
a part of the TVWS. Protection of incumbent systems (DVB-T, PMSE) in COGEU model is 
guaranteed trough combination of local sensing with access to a geo-location spectrum 
database with vacant channels information. 
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Figure 2: COGEU business model for spectrum trading. 
 
Following the main results and conclusions of the COGEU project are listed. 
 
TVWS use-cases and business models 

· COGEU has identified the following application scenarios with high market 
potential: Rural broadband, LTE extension over TVWS, WiFi over TVWS, Ad Hoc 
Networks Public Safety (Device-to-Device), Machine-to-Machine and Interactive 
broadcast. 

· In COGEU vision communication in white spaces complements networks that use 
other parts of the spectrum. Thus it is likely that existing types of devices will 
acquire white space interfaces alongside other more established radio interfaces. 

· In order to bring stability and predictability to the new TVWS market COGEU 
proposes trading of spectrum licenses for long periods (e.g., one year license for 8 
hours a day) and for limited TVWS areas (e.g. a cell area in a dense urban 
scenario). 

· COGEU has developed a radio network LTE simulator in order to compare two 
different LTE deployments: one that uses TVWS carrier frequencies (700MHz); and 
another that uses legacy frequencies (2.6GHz). Scenarios in the Munich area for 
Urban, Suburban and Rural environments were simulated. As expected, the 
number of sites required using the TVWS carriers is significant lower than the ones 
required using the 2.6 GHz legacy carrier; in particular in Rural environments (50% 
less). 

· COGEU has simulated a deployment scenario where an existing LTE operator in 
Munich acquire TVWS spectrum from the COGEU’s broker to support extra 
capacity. In particular, simulation results obtained with realistic TVWS data for the 
Munich scenario show a decrease of the average CBR (Call block rate ) from the 
initial value of 2.94% to 0% when extra TVWS carriers are allocated through the 
proposed Radio Resource Management (RRM) framework. 

· COGEU has analyzed the geo-location database business models: For the COGEU 
spectrum commons onetime fee folded into the cost of the White Space Device 
(WSD) seems suitable. For the case of COGEU secondary spectrum market model, 
the broker pays to get TVWS related information through a flat rate. 
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· The broker’s profitability is dependent on TVWS availability (related with the DVB-T 
protection criteria set by the regulator), the secondary players interests and the 
technology constraints, therefore is very likely that the broker’s profitability cannot 
be guaranteed considering only a limited operational area (e.g. only Munich area). 
Therefore the broker is expected to expand the operational area to a national basis 
and the frequency band (beyond TV UHF spectrum). 

· It was demonstrated that an auction mechanisms that takes in consideration the 
carrier aggregation features of the LTE-A system operating over TVWS, allows for 
better resource utilization of TVWS and for higher auction efficiency of the COGEU 
model. 

· In the mountain areas of Slovakia the limitation of wired ADSL (< 1 Mbps) and the 
high cost of installing fiber in remote locations make it imperative to find cost 
effective wireless solutions. In this context, fixed broadband access over TVWS can 
be a viable business model in Slovakia (considering spectrum commons). COGEU 
analysis showed that the business case is sustainable and cash positive after 4 
years but is very dependent on the cost of the WSD user equipment. 

· The overall SWOT analysis for the COGEU project has identified the following 
strategies to overcome detected threats: bring broadcasters to be partners in TV 
white space exploitation, and better elucidate mobile operators about the 
enhancements that a secondary spectrum market may bring (e.g. , increase 
coverage and capacity and a better management of costs: CAPEX is transformed 
into OPEX). 

· COGEU has introduced the concept of broker based secondary spectrum trading to 
ETSI RRS. The COGEU broker model for usage of TV white spaces with temporary 
exclusive rights as well as related message flow chart has been included in the 
ETSI RRS TR 102 907 document. 
 
 

Policy recommendations to enable efficient use of TVWS in Europe 

· COGEU recommends three basic regulatory tools for a real-time spectrum trading 
regime for TVWS in Europe: Flexible geographic interleaved awards, Band 
Managers and Simplified spectrum leasing. The basic premise of COGEU broker 
model is that National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) should license flexible 
geographic interleaved awards to Primary TVWS users/licensees, i.e. the holder of 
a geographic interleaved award (or TVWS license). This Primary TVWS licensee 
could operate as a Band Manager of its own spectrum (COGEU broker). It would 
have the right, and associated responsibilities, to lease its spectrum to third-parties 
(secondary users) without recourse to the NRA allowing an automatic spectrum 
trading process (Figure 3). 

· The regulatory framework developed by COGEU for sharing the TVWS spectrum, is 
very much in line with the emerging concept of Licensed Shared Access (LSA) 
supported by the EC in the recent standardization mandate to CEN-CENELEC-
ETSI on Reconfigurable Radio Systems (M/512) published in November 2012. 
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Figure 3: COGEU Spectrum Leasing: removes the NRA from much of the bureaucracy of 

the trading process. 
 

· The European Commission standardization mandate to CEN-CENELEC-ETSI on 
Reconfigurable Radio Systems (M/512) published in November 2012 recognizes 
the importance of the LSA model: “Increase spectrum efficiency through more 
reliable sharing of under-used spectrum resources enabling both license-exempt 
and Licensed Shared Access (LSA) spectrum authorizations”. Such standards may 
address different use cases across the radio spectrum but should at least cover the 
use case of CRSs operating in TV White Spaces and consider the use case of 
CRSs operating under LSA regime. The EC vision of two pillar framework on the 
Shared Use of Spectrum is illustrated in Figure 4. Note that this approach is very 
much in line with the hybrid model proposed by COGEU for sharing of TV white 
spaces. 

 

 
Figure 4 The EC view of two pillar framework on the Shared Use of Spectrum [Source: 

Andreas Geiss, Deputy Head of Unit, Spectrum, DG CONNECT, EC]. 
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Figure 5 COGEU hybrid model for sharing of TV white spaces. 

 

· COGEU endorses the CEPT definition of TVWS as a part of the spectrum, which is 
available for a radio-communication application at a given time in a given 
geographical area on a non-interfering non-protected basis. However COGEU has 
developed enabling technologies to guarantee QoS for secondary users of TVWS 
spectrum. 

· COGEU identifies that one of the causes for the lack of confidence in current 
spectrum users and industry players to invest in TVWS technologies is the 
immature regulatory policy concerning the technology in Europe. The key is in 
creating predictability on the availability of spectrum resources (TVWS). This can 
only be achieved through the collaboration of all stakeholders in the TV white space 
ecosystem. 

· COGEU recommends a bicameral model where the regulatory bodies assign TVWS 
for spectrum commons in given areas (promote free access and inclusion for 
citizens to ICT through WiFi-like services) and where the remaining spectrum can 
be traded in a secondary market using a centralized broker. Combination of 
commons and secondary trading will leverage the value of these underutilized 
bands. 

· Geo-location database for wireless microphones are not available in many EU 
countries. Moreover, geo-location database is unlikely to be updated sufficiently 
rapidly for all PMSE users (e.g. Electronic Newsgathering). Therefore, COGEU 
recommends that Europe implements “safe harbor” channels approach for the 
exclusive PMSE usage, i.e., number of TVWS channels for reserved PMSE usage 
only in which no TVWS devices would be permitted. Within this scenario sensing is 
not necessary because primary users (PMSE, DVB-T) are protected by the geo-
location database. The “safe harbor” bands are flexible and they may change from 
country to country. The reallocation to “safe harbor” channels of PMSEs will allow a 
secondary market of clean TVWS providing services with high QoS requirements.  

· COGEU recommends the involvement of regulators in the population of the geo-
location database in order to limit the over-conservative calculation or over-
estimation of TVWS which could undermine the COGEU operational concept, since 
it dependents on the available TVWS. 

· COGEU recommends that the regulators will not supply the sensitive data 
concerning broadcast transmitter parameters. Therefore, the regulator would 
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convert the incumbent’s data (confidential raw data) into a list of allowed 
frequencies and associated transmit powers by performing TVWS calculations.  

· The availability of TVWS depends on the location and the protection requirements 
of DVB-T commercial reception. As the choice of parameters heavily influences the 
results (maximum transmit power and amount of TVWS), European regulators have 
to fix parameters to have a solid basis for calculations. 

· One parameter which has a significant influence on WSD transmit power and who 
lies completely in the hand of WSD equipment manufacturer is the more restrictive 
WSD’s spectrum mask. The investigations in Slovakia show that reducing the out of 
band emissions and hence applying a stricter spectrum mask offers a good 
opportunity to increase WSD transmission power. Increases of up to 20 dB are 
possible in some locations. COGEU recommends this approach as a first step for 
the optimization of TVWS use. 

· Currently Digital Television Terrestrial (DTT) manufactures currently have little 
incentive to maximize the interference tolerance of DTT receivers COGEU 
recommends that Europe put in place a standard for minimum interference rejection 
for DTT receivers. 

· COGEU interference analysis highlights that simple rules such as established by 
FCC, with fix power limits for CR operation (up to 4W for fixed devices, up to 100 
mW for portable devices) regardless their geographic position doesn’t take full 
advantage of TVWS potential. Rather than fix artificial limits for the transmission 
power, COGEU assumes that TVWS devices have power control mechanisms able 
to adjust the transmission power for an efficient exploitation of TVWS opportunities.  

· COGEU recommends a minimum harmonized standard for the geo-location 
database(s) that would allow the safe and widespread adoption of WSDs across 
Europe. If different database standards were to be used in different countries this 
would likely result in an enhanced risk of harmful interference in cross border areas 
which must be avoided.  

· All TVWS devices and entities that are to use the geo-location database need to be 
accredited by an authority, ensuring that, protocols and restraints/constraints are 
implemented and are available on any WSD device, to complying with the database 
instructions and limitations.  

· Regulatory enforcement: the national regulator should be in position to stop a 
secondary transmission in case of interference or allocate TVWS for emergency 
situations. Prioritization can be incorporated into the database where Public Safety 
systems would have the highest priority in TVWS access. 

· COGEU recommends a geo-location database topology of a two level hierarchy of 
central database (CDB) holding information for the whole country, and a local 
database (LDB) with regional white space information. With this design if a change 
happens in one region the other databases won’t have to be recalculated. This 
design also offers the flexibility of the deployment of more than one database for 
one region and thus allows competitive operation of database administrators.  

· COGEU recommends multiple geo-location database administrators and/or multiple 
spectrum brokers in order to create a competitive environment and apply policies 
against market abuse.  

· COGEU recommends that TVWS devices targeting extreme emergency and 
lifesaving purposes should be allowed to adopt an “independent rescue mode” in 
order to operate without the need to request geo-location database access. 

· COGEU has contributed to the regulatory and policy bodies: European Parliament, 
RSPG and CEPT SE43. 
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TVWS sensing and geo-location database practical implementation 

· COGEU has concluded that it is not feasible to set the maximum transmission 
power of WSDs simply based on the power strength detected through sensing only. 
Therefore, COGEU combines local sensing and geo-location database access so 
as to overcome the shortcomings of sensing alone and increase the feasibility and 
market potential of the TVWS. 

· There is no single PMSE system in Europe with standardized waveform. Therefore 
only blind detection techniques are envisage, i.e. without any a priory information 
regarding the PMSE signal. 

· COGEU carried out outdoor trials to test the sensitivity of two sensing algorithms to 
detect a FM Wireless Microphone in a vacant TV channel: ED-Energy Detector and 
CAV-Covariance based algorithms. As an example of the trial results, while CAV 
maintains a probability of detection (Pd) above 95 % for a probability of false alarm 
(Pfa) of 10 %, at a distance of 8.2 km (LOS), the Pd drops down to 43 % with the 
ED. For a NLOS situation at 0.9 km, while CAV maintains a Pd above 99%, the Pd 
drops down to 37% with the ED (a video about the trial is available here). 

· COGEU has developed and demonstrated a DVB-T sensing prototype that exploits 
DVB-T signal features and can identify a very weak DVB-T signal with a C/N of -16 
dB, i.e. where the noise level is 16 dB higher than the detected DVB-T signal. Field 
trials showed that even a very strong signal in the adjacent channels does not affect 
the reliability of the algorithm. This solution was designed for DVB-T professional 
test equipment and not for low cost mass market WSDs. 

· COGEU has developed a geo-location database framework to display TVWS maps 
for a 50km2 area around Munich, Bratislava and the rural area of Banska Bystrica 
(Slovakia) with 200m resolution (Figure 6). Several geo-location database web-
services were developed and integrated in an online public available framework 
which includes: Show White Spaces, Block White Spaces, PMSE booking, TVWS 
repository and the online Spectrum Broker (link). 

· The complexity of the geo-location database is due to datasets relationships, as 
well as the complexity of TVWS calculations which prevent an ‘on the fly’ update of 
white spaces information. The COGEU approach is to perform the calculations in 
advance for static systems (DVB-T and some PMSE applications) so as to reduce 
complexity. For PMSEs an exclusion area around each PMSE system is marked in 
the TVWS map and hence excluded from WSD use. 
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Figure 6 COGEU online framework for the Munich scenario, Show White Spaces tool 
(maximum allowed Tx power by a WSD in Channel 59). Available for testing at link. 

 
Interference, coexistence and WSD certification aspects 

· The interference analysis tool SEAMCAT (Spectrum Engineering Advanced Monte 
Carlo Analysis Tool), developed by CEPT, is suitable to investigate the interference 
between secondary systems operating in TVWS and incumbent receivers (DVB-T 
and PMSE). For the LTE over TVWS scenario, COGEU simulations using 
SEAMCAT showed that due to the fact that LTE BS are in line-of-sight with the 
DVB-T aerial antenna, it is the LTE downlink that usually limits the white space 
protection distance (16 km for LTE BS and 4.5 km for LTE UE). 

· SEAMCAT simulations also showed that with one channel separation (8 MHz), an 
LTE UE can transmit 22 dBm if located at 300 m distance from a PMSE receiver 
without harmful interference. The safety distance can be decreased to 145 m if two 
channels (16 MHz) separation is used. 

· With its work COGEU contributed to CEPT with the development of new cognitive 
features of SEAMCAT. 

· COGEU evaluation of spectrum shaping methods shows that Windowing technique 
can provide good OOB (Out Of Band) radiation suppression especially for 
components more distant in frequency from occupied subcarriers block and its 
complexity is relatively low. 

· Measurements results of interference were obtained through the COGEU 
coexistence testbed. Two main use cases for coexistence between White Space 
Devices (WSDs) and DVB-T signals are considered: LTE signals and WiFi signals 
over TVWS. 

· A strong WSD transmitter in the vicinity of a DVB-T receiver, transmitting on a 
different channel may corrupt the receiving abilities up to any reception becoming 
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impossible. COGEU carried out measurements of the overload threshold of 
commercial DVB-T receivers in the presence of LTE signals. 

· The knowledge of the WSD transmitter signal is not sufficient to estimate the 
interference level. It has to be measured with a representative DVB-T receiver. A 
set of measurements were carried out to establish the resilience of commercial 
DVB-T receivers. Investigations were made on the adjacent channel interfering 
effect of LTE Base Station (BS) and LTE User Equipment (UE) signals into DVB-T 
reception with iDTV receivers. The results were also used to choose a typical iDTV 
receiver for the COGEU white space device (WSD) certification testbed. 

· Protection Ratios (PRs) were measured for the wanted DVB-T signal 8k 16QAM 2/3 
received over a Gaussian transmission channel and the interfering signal in the 
adjacent channels N+1 to N+11. Eleven DVB-T receivers were used in the 
measurements, nine iDTV receivers and two USB-sticks. The PRs median and the 
90-%-percentiles for all receivers and for each adjacent channel were calculated. 
They have different values for LTE-UE and LTE-BS interfering signal. The set-up for 
the PR measurement for LTE interference to DVB-T reception is illustrated in Figure 
18. 
 

 
 

Figure 7  Set-up for the PR measurement for LTE interference to DVB-T reception. 
 

· For WSD certification COGEU has identified four technical specifications to be 
tested: RF output power measurement, WSD signal bandwidth, Out-of-block power 
in the DVB-T channels up to N±3 and WSDs spurious emissions. These RF 
emission characteristics can be measured with the testbed developed by COGEU. 
First, it has to be checked that the Protection Ratio (PR) for WSD signal interfering 
with to DVB-T is less or equal to the PR for DVB-T signal interfering with to DVB-T. 
If this is not the case, the out-of-band emission level limit has to be reduced 
accordingly. Second, it has to be tested if the WSD signal overloads DVB-T receiver 
at lower levels than a DVB-T signal. If true, the WSD signal allowed peak power has 
to be reduced accordingly. 

· The certification process has to take into account backward compatibility with first 
generation of DVB-T receivers. The resilience of the DVB-T/T2 receiver population 
varies typically from country to country depending on the introduction of the DVB-T 
or DVB-T2 services there. To protect legacy receivers (i.e. old DVB-T receivers) 
which may not have the same selectivity of input signals or the same overload 
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threshold as modern receivers, it could be useful to introduce an additional margin 
for WSDs, at least in countries where a significant number of legacy receivers is in 
operation (e.g. UK, I, F, D). In countries where DVB-T or DVB-T2 services started 
over the last 3 or 4 years, this does not seem to be necessary. 

 
TVWS characterization in Munich and Slovakia 

· COGEU has developed a methodology to compute the maximum WSD transmit 
power (Pwsdmax) aligned with ECC Report 159. It was demonstrated that quality of 
broadcast coverage data is vital for Pwsdmax calculations and hence the TVWS 
geo-location database accuracy. 

· The computation of Pwsdmax is based on worst-case assumptions to protect 
incumbents’ users appropriately. If the worst-case assumptions can be released for 
the benefit of WSD operation while keeping protection of incumbents is a matter of 
future research. 

· So far for TVWS investigations the maximum WSD transmit power was the 
prominent feature in valuating white spaces. However as WSD have to cope with 
interfering signals caused by DVB incumbent systems, the negative effect of 
reducing the operational distance of TVWS links was computed by COGEU. 

· If many channels are used by broadcasters then the number of channels available 

for WSD is mainly determined by the adjacent channels N = ±1, (N = ±2) and N = 9. 

· In a densely populated spectrum if less adjacent channels are taken into account, 

the number of available channels does not increase globally, but the local variations 

of TVWS maps become less. 

· COGEU calculations have shown a, for the first sight, unexpected effect: in regions 
where the incumbent signals are stronger (e.g. Munich downtown in Figure 8) also 
the WSD transmit power can be higher. However, the operational range does not 
increase significantly due to higher interfering TV signals – here we are in an 
interference limited system.  

· For the case of Pwsd=1 W EIRP transmitted power in Munich’s area in 10m height 
and according to the modified Hata model the maximum operational ranges 
become: Rural scenario: 1.2 km; Suburban scenario: 350 m; Urban scenario: 200 
m. 

· In general, in Slovakia fewer multiplexes are in the air than in the Munich area. In 
Slovakia protection of portable broadcast reception is not required by the national 
regulator. This leads to a situation where more TVWS are available in Slovakia than 
in the Munich region. For Pwsdmax=1 W EIRP there are 3 vacant channels in 
Munich against 13 in Bratislava (considering only the target frequencies: Ch 40 to 
Ch 60), Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Number of TV channels available for Pwsdmax=1 W EIRP: Munich vs. Bratislava. 

The number of available TV ch. goes from 0 (grey) to 6 or more (dark red). 

 
Communication protocols for TVWS systems 

· COGEU simulation analysis and trials have demonstrated that intentionally 
embedded cyclostationary signatures in the secondary user signal provide a 
powerful tool for signal detection and rendezvous in TVWS networks. Rendezvous 
enables Master and Slave TVWS devices to find each other in the unchannelised 
and dynamic TVWS spectrum. 

· COGEU has implemented a PAWS- Protocol to Access the White Space Database 
between the Master WSD and the geo-location database, compliant with IETF 
PAWS requirements. Three services are implemented on the interface between the 
database and white space device: Registration, Channel List Request, and ID 
Verification. 

· COGEU has developed a routing simulator targeting the Ad-hoc Public Safety 
scenario, where the AODV protocol was modified and adapted in order to overcome 
the challenges regarding the absence of a Common Control Channel between the 
secondary users. 

· Direct Mode terminal communications forming Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks 
(CRAHNs) over TVWS constitute a viable solution if issues faced by TCP in this 
environment can be resolved. COGEU adopted a pragmatic approach by proposing 
a transport protocol while avoiding modifying the original TCP stack. For the Public 
Safety scenario a better use of CRAHN in TV White-Space environment has been 
demonstrated in terms of bandwidth, latency and network resources without 
disrupting the operational applications used by first responders. A patent has been 
submitted by Thales resulting from the proposed Hop-By-Hop (HBH) spectrum 
aware transport protocol. 

· COGEU has contributed to the standard IEEE P1900.6 that defines the information 
exchange between spectrum sensors and their clients in cognitive radio systems 
(published in April 2011). 
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TVWS demonstration and trails in real settings 

· COGEU field trials in Munich (rural, suburban and urban locations) showed that 
WSD operation is possible without interfering DVB reception as long as WSD fulfils 
obligations set by the COGEU geo-location database (Figure 10). It was also shown 
that WSD could interfere DVB reception in case of WSD operating in unpermitted 
manner. A video describing the Munich’s trials is online available in YouTube.  

· COGEU measurement results in real-world scenarios showed that the TV band is a 
noisy environment, where TV signals are present even from transmitters localized 
far away from the actual location of the secondary user system. This brings major 
implications for the secondary system design that needs to work in these “grey 
spaces” or “dirty spectrum”. 

· COGEU propagation measurements indicate that the Hata model is appropriate for 
TVWS propagation predictions; however some care is necessary due to non-
terrain-based model's mean error and large standard deviation. 

· In the Slovakian rural scenario of Banska Bystrica, COGEU showed that with 3 W 
EIRP, it is possible to provide a video surveillance link with a stable reception up to 
3 km, without interference into DVB-T reception in an adjacent channel, using 
antennas with the same polarization as the DVB-T receiver (worst case scenario). 
These trials demonstrate the technical viability of the fixed rural broadband over 
TVWS (Figure 11). 

· COGEU has successfully demonstrated the combination of geo-location database 
access with local PMSE sensing for protection of incumbent systems (Figure 9). 

· COGEU has demonstrated the feasibility of an online spectrum booking system for 
professional PMSEs considering time, frequency and spatial domain. 

· COGEU has demonstrated a secondary spectrum trading marketplace where 
multiple local-auctions are running through a micro-trading platform. After 
registration, spectrum seekers, such as Mobile Network Operators, can submit bids 
and buy temporally licenses for exclusive use of TVWS in a local area (e.g. to 
provide extra capacity in a LTE cell), Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 9 : Demonstration of combination of geo-location database access with local 

PMSE sensing. 
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Figure 10 : TVWS trials in Munich (Germany). Coexistence analysis between DVB-T 

reception and WSD link in real settings (YouTube). 
 

 
Figure 11 : TVWS trials in the rural area of Banska Bystrica (Slovakia). Coexistence 

analysis between DVB-T reception and WSD link in real settings. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12 : (a) The COGEU broker is advertising a new spectrum product. (b) The COGEU 
TVWS repository is updated with the new TVWS deployments including PMSEs. 

 
 
COGEU dissemination and impact 
 
 
In total in the three years period COGEU was presented in 98 events and has contributed 
to the following activities:  
 

· 8 CEPT SE43 meetings with 3 technical contributions;  

· 2 ECO SEAMCAT meetings 

· 3 Responses to public consultations on CR technologies; 

· 6 ETSI RRS meetings with 4 technical contributions ; 

· 1 IEEE DySPAN standard published with COGEU contributions; 

· 2 Presentations at DVB-T standardization meeting; 

· 1 Patent published; 

· 20 Meetings with other international research activities; 

· 4 Meetings with an External Advisory Board (RIM, HUAWEI, NSN, Agentschap) 

· 36 Papers in international conferences; 

· 10 Journal papers published 

· 3 Book chapters; 

· 3 Publications for a broader audience; 

· 10 Tutorials and summer schools; 

· 5 COGEU project exhibitions with live demonstrations (e.g. Figure 15); 

· 2 COGEU dedicated workshops: Munich (Figure 14) and Bratislava; 

· 1 Video promoting the trials in Munich; 
 
As landmarks in the COGEU dissemination process we highlight: 
 

· COGEU was invited to give a presentation at the public hearing on Radio Spectrum 
Policy Program in the European Parliament on 1st March 2011 (Figure 13); 
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· The European Commission Communication on "Promoting the shared use of radio 
spectrum resources in the EU" published in September 2012 includes a reference 
to the COGEU trails in Germany and Slovakia; 

· The European Commission Mandate to CEN-CENELEC-ETSI on Reconfigurable 
Radio Systems (M/512) published in November 2012 includes the statement: 
“COGEU has created a very good database” in its section on R&D environment; 

· COGEU was invited to be presented at two Cambridge White Spaces events 
(industrial consortium lead by Microsoft) as an outstanding example of a TVWS 
project beyond UK and US efforts. 

· COGEU geo-location TVWS database and spectrum trading framework is online 
and public available for testing which has attracted a lot of attention as a powerful 
tool to educate the public on spectrum sharing concepts. 

 
The number of events and the attention COGEU experienced from various sides evidence 
that COGEU went into the right direction and beyond what is in the grant agreement 
contract. Especially the concept of secondary spectrum trading offers interesting aspects 
for spectrum holders as well as possible licensees. COGEU embeds this concept into a 
comprehensive environment consisting of technical, economical and regulatory views on 
the matter of TVWS utilization by secondary devices, operated on a non-interfering and 
non-protected basis.  
 
With its work and its results COGEU made an important contribution to the introduction of 
White Space usage in Europe. For the benefit of the public the results of COGEU were 
widely disseminated and the knowledge and practical experience gained by the project 
serve as an excellent basis to put the results into real products and services. 
 

 
Figure 13 The COGEU model was presented to approx. 100 attendants from  

stakeholders and Members of the European Parliament (MEP). 
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Figure 14 The final panel at COGEU workshop (Presentations and photos available: link). 

 

 
Figure 15 COGEU project presented mature demonstrators at the Future Network and 

Mobile Summit 2012, in Berlin. 
 

  


